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Introduction In contemporary society, communication security has become increasingly important. The security
of the current cryptosystems, based on mathematical assumptions, will not be guaranteed when quantum computers
become available [1]. This has spurred investigations into new security technologies based on quantum physics.
In order to exchange secure information between users, quantum key distribution (QKD), a branch of Quantum
Communications (QCs), provides good prospects for ultimate security based on the laws of quantum mechanics [2–
7]. Most of QKD systems are implemented in a point-to-point link using bulky, discrete and expensive devices.
Consequently, a large scale deployment of this technology has not been achieved. In a future scenario, where
QCs will become standard technology, and where infrastructures like banks and government buildings, will be
connected through a quantum network, different requirements in terms of key generation are needed. A solution
may be represented by new technologies applied to quantum world. In particular multicore fiber (MCF) open a new
scenario for quantum communications, from high-dimensional (HD) spatial entanglement generation, to HD QKD
and multi-user key generations, to HD-entanglement distribution. Furthermore, MCFs are expected as a good
candidate for overcoming the capacity limit of a current optical communication system, as example the record
capacity of 661 Tbits/s was obtained last year with a 30-cores fiber [8]. Proof of concept experiment has already
proved the coexistence of classical and quantum communications transmitted into different cores of MCF [9].
On the other hand, photonic integration has played a critical role in recent quantum information revolution by
integrating functionalities of traditional discrete bulky components into ultra-compact chips [10, 11]. In fact,
integrated photonic circuits provides excellent performances (compacts, good optical phase stability, access to new
degrees of freedom), and are particularly suitable for the manipulation of quantum states. Some recent experiments
have already demonstrated conventional binary QKD systems, using polarization and phase reference degrees of
freedom [12, 13]. Moreover, by using integrated solution new high-dimensional quantum states can be generated
and propagated. Based on compact silicon photonic integrated circuits, we here show how a MCF can be used for
quantum communications protocols by proving decoy-state HD-QKD and multi-users quantum key generations.
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Fig. 1 The setup used in the HD-QKD proof of concept experiment in (a). In (b) are reported MUBs tomogra-
phies (theoretical and experimental). By using the (classical) definition of fidelity (F (x, y) =
∑
i
√
piqi, we
obtain 0.977± 0.01
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Fig. 2 The setup used in the multi-user BB84 QKD experiment. A train of weak coherent pulses is injected into
a silicon chip. By actively tuning the MZIs, independent quantum keys are encoded in symmetric decoy-state
BB84 protocol based on space division multiplexing. In this way Alice can generate multiple keys with Bob
(k1, k2, · · · , kN )
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Fig. 3 The quantum bit error rate (QBER) for HD-QKD is re-
ported in (a) for 11 minutes of measurement. Solid black line is
the average QBER of 13.4%; black dashed line (18.93%) is the
limit of the coherent attacks. In (b) the measured QBER for one
key (k1) of the multi-user experiment. Solid black line is the
average QBER of 4.7%; black dashed line (11%) is the limit of
the coherent attacks.
Results High-dimensional quantum states are suit-
able for longer transmission distance and higher se-
cret key rate transmission, being more robust to noise
level and allowing an higher channel capacity [14].
In (Fig. 1(a)) we reported the chip design of the HD
decoy-state quantum key distribution protocol based
on spatial degrees of freedom (the cores of a multi-
core fiber -MCF-). By tuning cascaded Mach-Zehnder
interferometers (MZIs), it is possible to prepare HD
quantum states in different mutually unbiased basis
(MUBs) (Fig. 1 (b)). In particular we used three MUBs
defined as: basisM0 = {A+B,A−B,C+D,C−D},
basis M1 = {A+C,A−C,B +D,B −D}, and ba-
sis M3 = {A + D,A − D,B + C,B − C}, where
|A〉, |B〉, |C〉 and |D〉 are the quantum states related
to the four individual cores. In order to exchange the
key between Alice and Bob, a train of weak coher-
ent pulses is injected into the transmitter chip, where
multiple variable optical attenuators (VOAs) are used
to decrease the number of photons per pulse (µ <
1) [15]. Furthermore, through a combination of ac-
tive MZIs and VOAs, a decoy state-technique is im-
plemented to avoid particular eavesdropping intrusion,
like photon-number-splitting (PNS) attack. During
the key generation process, Alice, by using an FPGA
board (Fig. 1(a)), randomly chooses one of the bases
and one of the four states to transmit to Bob. The
ququart are matched to four cores of a multi-core fiber,
through a highly efficient MCF grating coupler. After
the transmission link, the quantum states are coupled
into Bob’s chip (Fig. 1(a)) through the MCF coupler,
and randomly measured in one of the bases. In the
subsequent distillation process, counts measured in the
wrong bases are discarded [16]. Acquired experimental data, see Fig. 3(a), show stable and good results for more
than 11 minutes of measurement with a quantum bit error rate (QBER) below the threshold of individual and co-
herent attacks. Recently other works, based on a similar use of multicore fiber for quantum communication and
high-dimensional spatial entanglement generation, were demonstrated [17, 18].
Besides that, the concept of a multi-user QKD, where customers require parallel independent keys for every-
day actions, must be explored for future quantum networks. Multiple structures, based on various principles, and
different realization systems, can be explored to meet these challenges. In particular, diverse topology schemes
can be examined: wavelength division multiplexer (WDM), code division multiplexer (CDM), time division mul-
tiplexer (TDM) or active multiple switch, are acceptable solutions for a concrete implementation in a quantum
network [19, 20]. Nonetheless, all of these methods require extra devices on the line introducing additional losses
and cross-talk, which can compromise the final key rate and the security of the systems. We provide a solution for
generating parallel and independent quantum keys, by using a silicon chip transmitter and exploiting the concept
of space division multiplexing in a MCF. By adopting a single laser source we realized a proof of concept (POC)
experiment that demonstrates the generation of multiple quantum keys implementing decoy-state BB84 protocol.
Particularly we encoded the qubits on multiple cores of a MCF, in such a way that, every two cores, a set of two
mutually unbiased bases is generated. The basis X1 is defined as (|A〉 ; |B〉) and basis Z1 like (|A+B〉 ; |A−B〉).
On the other side, it follows that the states {|C〉 , |D〉} ∈ X2 and {|C +D〉 , |C −D〉} ∈ Z2 as reported in Fig-
ure 2. In this way is possible to generate at the same time multiple quantum keys (k1, k2, ·, kN ), which will be
independent one to each other and ready to be used by different customers at the receiver side. In relation to the
HD-QKD, also in this case the acquired data, see Fig. 3(b), proved a stable result for more than 10 minutes of
acquisition, by showing an average QBER of 4.7% well below the threshold of individual and coherent attacks.
Conclusion Advanced silicon technology was used to prove multiple quantum communication protocols over a
multicore fiber. Decoy-state HD-QKD and multi-user QKD were designed and implemented. The combination of
space division multiplexing with silicon photonics will be a major player in the future of quantum technology.
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